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Synchronization in Small-World Systems
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We quantify the dynamical implications of the small-world phenomenon by considering the generic
synchronization of oscillator networks of arbitrary topology. The linear stability of the synchronous state
is linked to an algebraic condition of the Laplacian matrix of the network. Through numerics and analysis,
we show how the addition of random shortcuts translates into improved network synchronizability.
Applied to networks of low redundancy, the small-world route produces synchronizability more efficiently
than standard deterministic graphs, purely random graphs, and ideal constructive schemes. However, the
small-world property does not guarantee synchronizability: the synchronization threshold lies within the
boundaries, but linked to the end of the small-world region.
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common, situation in which synchronicity may be lost by
increasing the coupling between oscillators [18–20].

forms the variational equations into n blocks of the form:
_

 l � �DF�s� � ��lDH�s�	
l, which only differ in
Recently, Watts and Strogatz [1] showed that the addi-
tion of a few long-range shortcuts to an otherwise locally
connected lattice sharply reduces the average distance
between nodes while the system is still relatively localized.
The ensuing semirandom lattice was denoted a small world
(SW). This concept had immediate resonance in a variety
of disciplines dealing with the analysis and design of
complex networks. Even more so because the SW property
seems to be a quantifiable (and intuitive) characteristic of
many real-world structures [1–4], both human-generated
(social networks, WWW, power grid), or of biological
origin (neural and biochemical networks). Ongoing re-
search has focused on static and combinatoric properties
[2,5–10] of a tractable SW model [1,11]. Closer to our
work, Monasson [11] considered the SW effect on spectra
of connectivity matrices relevant in condensed matter and
polymer physics [12].

Underlying this research is the implication that the
structural properties of a network must have some bearing
on the dynamics taking place on it [2]. However, despite
their widespread importance, there has been little (mostly
numerical) work dealing explicitly with dynamical proc-
esses on small worlds. Among those, simulations of au-
tomata epidemics [13] and Web browsing [14], and
numerical studies of synchronization in continuous and
discrete systems [3,15–17]. These few examples indicate
improved SW synchronization or coherence for these spe-
cific models, but provide neither a generic picture nor
systematic insight into how the SW property influences
the prevalent phenomenon of network synchronization.
Moreover, some of the conclusions drawn from the nu-
merics are partial and based on entrenched misconcep-
tions. In particular, the statement that synchronization is
made possible by any amount of added random shortcuts
[16,17], is nongeneric as it ignores the nonintuitive, yet
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Our aim is to link explicitly the SW addition of random
shortcuts to the synchronization of networks of coupled
dynamical systems. This is an example of dynamics on
networks—leaving aside the distinct problem of evolution
of networks here. We rely on a generic formulation [18–21]
which allows us to factor out the connectivity content, and
thus identify the synchronization threshold (a dynamic
attribute) with an algebraic property of the Laplacian ma-
trix of the graph. We then quantify both numerically and
analytically how the SW scheme improves the synchro-
nizability of the network. In the context of network design,
the semirandom SW strategy is shown to be an efficient
way of producing synchronizable networks when com-
pared to standard deterministic graphs and even to fully
random or ideal constructive schemes. We also find that the
synchronization threshold lies in the SW region [3,13], but
does not coincide with its onset—in fact, it is linked to the
effective randomization that ends SW. In other words, the
small-world property does not guarantee in general that a
network will be synchronizable.

We keep the formalism to a minimum. Consider n
identical dynamical systems fxi; i � 1; . . . ; ng (placed at
the nodes of a graph) that are linearly and symmetrically
coupled with global coupling �, as represented by the
edges of the undirected graph. The graph topology is
encoded in the Laplacian G, a symmetric matrix with
zero row-sum and real spectrum [22]. The equations of
motion are the following: _xxi � F�xi� � �

P
n
j�1 GijH�xj�,

with H an output function—the same at each node. To
assess the linear stability of the synchronous state fxi �
s;8ig, we need to diagonalize the variational equations
_��i �

P
j��ijDF�s� � �GijDH�s�	�j, and check that the

perturbations transverse to the synchronization manifold
are damped. The importance of the network topology
comes now to fore. The diagonalization of G trans-
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f�l; l � 0; . . . ; n
 1g, the eigenvalues of the topology ma-
trix G. The synchronous state, linked to �0 � 0, is stable if
the remaining �n
 1� blocks, associated with graph ei-
genmodes transverse to the synchronization manifold,
have negative Lyapunov exponents.

The last piece in the analysis is the stability plot of the
maximum Lyapunov exponent �max vs generic coupling �
for the particular functions F and H at the nodes. Several
cases of �max, called the master stability function [18–21],
are shown in Fig. 1. Crucially, a large class of oscillatory
systems (periodic, quasiperiodic, and even chaotic domi-
nated by a few unstable periodic orbits) have master stabil-
ity functions with the generic characteristics depicted in
Fig. 1. Noting that the variational blocks 
 are just scaled
by the graph eigenvalues �l, we obtain the generic require-
ment for the synchronous state to be linearly stable: ��l 2
��1; �2�, i.e., all the eigencouplings ��l must be located in
the negative region of the master stability function. Figure 1
illustrates the intricacies of this criterion. Increasing the
coupling � from zero produces a decrease of �max, which
tends to induce stability (�max < 0) . However, further
increases in coupling may cause destabilization of the
synchronous state (�max > 0). Hence, contrary to claims
in [16,17], increasing the global coupling � until ��l � �1

is not sufficient to guarantee synchronicity, since it may not
be possible to fit all the eigencouplings in the deep, stable
region of �max. This can be expressed as an algebraic
condition for the existence of a linearly stable synchronous
state: a network is synchronizable if

�max=�1 <�2=�1  � ; (1)

where �1 is the first nonzero eigenvalue (FNZE) and �max is
the maximum eigenvalue of the Laplacian G. The figure of
merit �, which encapsulates the properties of the node
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FIG. 1. Four typical master stability functions for coupled
Rössler oscillators: chaotic (bold) and periodic (regular lines);
with y coupling (dashed) and x coupling (solid lines). (All scaled
for clearer visualization.) We concentrate on the x-coupled
chaotic case with a negative region ��1; �2�.
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dynamics, ranges from 5 to 100 for a variety of chaotic
oscillators (e.g., Lorenz, Rössler, double-scroll). The ei-
genratio condition (1) has an important implication: some
networks are just not synchronizable no matter how the
global coupling � is tuned [23].

In this light, we explore the impact of the SW property
on synchronizability. For concreteness, consider in what
follows a network of x-coupled standard Rössler chaotic
oscillators [18,20], with � ’ 37:85. Small worlds are gen-
erated by adding random connections to a ‘‘pristine
world,’’ a cycle of n nodes each coupled to its 2k nearest
neighbors for a total of nk edges [11]. Like other local
lattices, pristine worlds are difficult to synchronize because
their eigenratio increases rapidly with n. This can be seen
by Fourier-diagonalizing the Laplacian G0 of a pristine
world, a banded circulant matrix with �2k� on the main
diagonal and �
1� on the 2k (circulantly) adjacent diago-
nals, to obtain its spectrum [11,24]:

�0
1 ’ 2�2k�k� 1� �2k� 1�=3n2; k � n ; (2)

�0
max ’ K � csc�3�=2K� ’ K�1� 2=3��; k � 1 ; (3)

�0
max=�0

1 ’ �3�� 2�n2=�2�3k�k� 1�	 : (4)

where K � 2k� 1. The large eigenratio (4) leads to poor
synchronizability. From (1), the maximum number of
x-coupled Rössler oscillators that can be synchronized in
a simple cycle configuration (a pristine world of k � 1) is
only 19. This number increases to 34 if we add connections
to the second nearest neighbors (k � 2). Synchronizability
can be steadily improved through the addition of edges in
such a deterministic scheme until we reach the totally
connected graph (k � dn=2e), which is synchronizable for
all n. In general, n nodes can be synchronized in a pristine
world arrangement if k > k0min ’ n

�������������������������������������
�3�� 2�=�2�3��

p
’

0:429�
1=2n.
Clearly, this is not an efficient route to synchronizability

if connections are counted as a cost. Purely random graphs
Gn;f, in which a fraction f of the n�n
 1�=2 possible
edges is picked at random, drop below the synchronization
threshold with fewer connections (on average). With ei-
genratio [22]

�RG
max

�RG
1

’
nf �

�������������������������������
2f�1
 f�n lnn

p
nf 


�������������������������������
2f�1
 f�n lnn

p ; (5)

they reach synchronizability just after they become ‘‘al-
most surely’’ connected at f ’ 2 lnn=�n� 2 lnn�.
However, disconnectedness means unsynchronizability
(�RG

1 � 0) when the number of edges is below �n lnn. In
addition to this limitation, random graphs are costly to
store in the sense of algorithmic incompressibility.

Figure 2 illustrates the advantages of the semirandom
SW as compared to the deterministic and purely random
schemes [25]. Small worlds are obtained by doping a
pristine world (with nk edges) through the addition of ns
edges picked at random from the n�n
 2k
 1�=2 remain-
ing pairs. The average number of shortcuts per node (s) is
054101-2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Cost (in edges) to synchronize n chaotic
x-coupled Rössler systems for different topologies: deterministic
graphs (pristine worlds and the related k-wheels and k-Möbius
ladders, bipartite graphs, hypercubes), random graphs, and small
worlds (�). Small worlds of low-k scale favorably compared to
latticelike structures, to the ideal hypercubes, and to random
graphs.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Synchronizability thresholds ssync��� for
graphs with n nodes (n � 300; 400; 500; 1000) and range k 2
�1; 70	, averaged over 1000 realizations—solid lines from an
analytical perturbation valid in n1=3 < k< k0min�n�. For most
parameters, ssync lies within the SW region between the dashed
lines (depicted for n � 1000), but it is distinct from its onset sL.
Inset: decay of the average distance L, clustering C, and eigen-
ratio (squares) as shortcuts are added to a pristine world of n �
500 and k � 20. We define sL and sC as the points where L and
C are 75% of the pristine world value.

FIG. 2 (color online). Decay of the eigenratio in a n � 100
lattice as f�n2� edges are added following purely deterministic,
semirandom (SW), and purely random schemes. Networks be-
come synchronizable below the dashed line (�). The squares
(numerical) and the solid line [analytic Eq. (4)] show the
eigenratio decay of pristine worlds through the deterministic
addition of short-range connections. The dot-dashed line corre-
sponds to purely random graphs [Eq. (5)], which become almost
surely disconnected and unsynchronizable at f ’ 0:0843. The
semirandom SW approach (dots, shown for ranges k �
1; 2; 4; 6; 10; 14) is more efficient in producing synchronization
when k < lnn.
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related to previous measures [1,11] of randomness (p and
q): s  kp  q�n
 2k
 1�=�2n�. As shortcuts are added,
the eigenratio drops sharply until the network becomes
synchronizable above a threshold ssync where (1) is ful-
filled. Note that the SW approach is more efficient than
deterministically adding short-range layers, and it also
ensures synchronizability when random graphs are below
their percolating transition. Interestingly, adding many
shortcuts beyond the initial drop brings in little extra
stability, but it buys robustness. As the number of added
shortcuts grows, the synchronization behaviors of SW and
random graphs converge. This is, in dynamical terms, the
effective randomization of the network through SW addi-
tion. This randomized region is robust to edge deletion: not
until over 90% are cut (for k small) does the eigenratio
change drastically. All of this suggests that a SW scheme
applied to pristine worlds of low redundancy (k < lnn) is a
plausible strategy to generate synchronizable networks.

To make these ideas more precise, we show in Fig. 3 the
minimum number of edges needed for synchronizability in
different configurations. As stated above, pristine worlds
need f0

min ! 0:858=
����
�

p
’ 0:140, a constant fraction of the

edges of the complete graph. This scales like �n2 and, in
this sense, the cost of synchronization is high. This is also
the case for other constructive lattices (k-wheels, k-Möbius
ladders) [24,26] obtained by adding diametrical edges to
pristine worlds, and for the most economical bipartite
graph. Ideal (though virtually unrealizable) constructive
graphs do much better: the hypercube is always synchro-
nizable with f � log2n=n. Similarly, random graphs show
054101-3
almost sure synchronization when f � lnn=n. Remark-
ably, our numerics in Fig. 3 indicate that the cost of
synchronization for SW networks of low k is comparable
to or below these ideal examples.

Beyond the potential usefulness of the SW route to
improve synchronizability, it is still unclear how this dy-
namic attribute is related to the small-world definition,
which is based on structural properties [1,3]. The SW
region is delimited by its onset sL � 1=n, given by the
decay of the average graph distance [7]; and by its end
054101-3
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sC ’ k�
1� ��8k
 1�=�6k
 3�	
1=2� ’ 0:155k, marked
by the loss of transitivity and clustering that randomizes
the graph [27]. A graph is a ‘‘small world’’ when its
average distance is small while its clustering is still large.
Figure 4 shows that synchronizability is generally achieved
within the boundaries of the SW region, albeit with a
complicated dependence on the size n and range k of the
network. However, the synchronization threshold ssync is
distinct, both in value and in scaling, to the onset of SW.
Hence, the small-world property does not guarantee syn-
chronizability. Note again the high efficiency of low-k SW
networks, which need only s� 1 shortcuts per node to
synchronize [28].

We can gain further insight through an ‘‘honest’’ [29]
perturbative analysis of the SW Laplacian G � G0 �Gr,
with G0 the deterministic Laplacian of the pristine world
and Gr for the random shortcuts. The stochastic Laplacian
matrix Gr (symmetric, null row-sum) is formed from
n�n
 2k
 1�=2 independent identically distributed
Bernoulli random variables which take the value 1 with
probability q=n  2s=�n
 2k
 1� (and 0 with probabil-
ity 1
 q=n). Skipping the details, we sketch the main
results of the stochastic analysis [24]. The expectations
of the SW Laplacian eigenvalues are

E��1�
l ’ q�

�����������������
3�q=4n

p
; q � n; k � n ; (6)

E��2�
1 ’


2q

K3

�
9n

�2 � K2 


�
7

5
�

6

�2

�
K 


2

�

�
; (7)

where K � 2k� 1, and (7) provides an improved ap-
proximation for FNZE. Using (1)–(3), (6), and (7), we
obtain ssync from an algebraic equation involving n and k:
�0
max � E��1�

max � ���0
1 � E��1�

1 � E��2�
1 �. This approxi-

mates well the numerics (Fig. 4) in n1=3 < k � n, the
region of validity of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion
[30]. Our analysis is consistent with the value k0min where
the pristine world becomes deterministically synchroniz-
able (i.e., ssync � 0). We can also estimate [24] the maxi-
mum s�sync in the region of validity. We find that
asymptotically s�sync ’ �2�1� 2=3��=�2

������������
3
 3

p
� ��


1�	sC ’ �5:22=��
 1�	sC. The synchronization threshold
is linked to the end of the SW region, not to its onset.

These results hint at new connections between graph
theory and network dynamics. Remarkably, the eigenratio
criterion can be related to other graph-theoretical proper-
ties (e.g., connectivity, diameter, and convergence of
Markov chains) [22,24,31]. Our work indicates that in
aiming at synchronizing systems with a negative region
in the master stability function, it is sufficient to look for
graphs with eigenratio tending to one. With a view to
improved design, additional measures of cost (e.g., robust-
ness under edge deletion or degraded synchronization)
should be considered. Other extensions could encompass
more general concepts of stability and broader definitions
of small worlds [27].
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